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The�reason�why�our
Gravio�embossed�type

was�selected

Mosaic�tile�design�with�vegetation�motif�and�the�texture�that�emphasizes�the
shade�of�a�gentle�atmosphere.

�Piante

Blocco

Wall�materials:�Gravio�embossed�type�Calse�<Bronze>
Floor�materials:�Design�tough�art�<chacoal>

The�weight�is�roughly�66%
lighter�than�sheet�rock�and
40%�lighter�than�standard

wall�tile.

Obtained�combustible�material�certification
The�base�materials�of�Gravio�embossed�type�is��Dailite�
which�is�mainly�made�of�mineral�fibers�with�excellent�heat
resistance,�fire�resistance�and�volcanic�vitrreous�deposits.

�
<Light-gray>
WFG9F215-72

<Off-white>
WFEG9F227-72

<Pale-orange>
WFEG9F228-72

<Cocoa-beige>
WFEG9F229-72

<Beige>
WFEG9F113-72

<Frosty-white>
WFEG9F120-72

Non-combustible�wall�materials

��

For�Commercial�Facilities

Recommended�points・Features

Body�Specification

Curva

Calse

Flusso

�
(No�plastering�required)

�

Since�it�is�a�soft
construction�method,
carpentry�construction�is

possible.
Good�workability�and
easy�cutting�with�a�hand

saw.

�

Compared�to�general
combustible�materials,�the
weight�has�been�reduced�to
achieve�increasing�in�size.

You�can�easily�cut�out
even�complicated�fits
with�a�hand�saw.

Larger�product�size�than�ordinary�tiles�and
stones.�(3/8"×18"×6-0')

<Ivory>
WFEG9F212-72

<Pale-pink>
WFEG9F216-72

<White>
WEFEG9F111-72

<Ivory>
WFEG9F112-72

<Pale-pink>
WFEG9F116-72

<Navy-blue>
WFEG9F125-72

<White>
WFEG95211-72

<Beige>
WFEG9S213-72

<Light-gray>
WFEG9S215-72

<Dark-gray>
WFEG9S218-72

<Cocoa-brown>
WFEG9S221-72

<Sand-gray>
WFEG9S224-72

<White>
WFEG9S111-72

<Ivory>
WFEG9S112-72

<Light-gray>
WFEG9S115-72

<Light-brown>
WFEG9S117-72

<Cream-brown>
WFEG9S119-72

<Charcoal>
WFEG9S123-72

<Ivory>
WFEG9S312-72

<Beige>
WFEG9S313-72

<Pale-green>
WFEG9S314-72

<Light-gray>
WFEG9S315-72

<Bronze>
WFEG9S322-72

<Dark-brown>
WFEG9S326-72

Interra USA, Inc.
900 SW 16th Street 
Suite #125
Renton, WA 98057

Curved�pieces�with�the�motif�of�woven�fabric�has�a�random�design�that�feels�soft.

The�unevenness�of�each�piece�with�a�sandstone�motif�has�a�brick�design�that�gives
a�feeling�of�aging.

A�wood-end�stacking�design�with�slanted�elongated�beads�with�a�flowing�stone
motif�that�create�rhythmic�shadows.

A�masonry�design�with�a�large�bead�size�with�Oya�stone�as�a�motif�and�unevenness�
giving�a�profound�feeling.

GRAVIO
embossed type

Size:�3/8�x18�x6-0�,�2pcs/carton�(17.76sqft),�33lbs/carton

Packing:�Carton�box

Base�material:�Volcanic�silicates�fiber-reinforced�multi-layer�board

Surface:�Deep�carving�style�embossing�and�special�multicolor�coating�finish

Edge�Processing:�Halving�lap�joint�in�all�sides

Various�certifications:�Non-combustible�materials�approved�by�the�Minister
of�Land,�Infrastructure,�and�Transport�NM-4565

Formaldehyde�regulations:�Labeling�exempted�product

Installation�can�be
accomplished�simply�with
adhesive�and�pin�nails�as�per
manufacture�instructions.
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For Public &
Commercial Facilities

3 Reasons Why
GRAVIO embossed type

Is Selected

Please scan the QR code
for more detail about 

GRAVIO embossed type 

CLINIC

There are many advantages when using GRAVIO embossed type across varying applications. 
The use of GRAVIO embossed type in different facilities has been steadily increasing!

OFFICE

Easy Installation 
Without Plastering! 

It is possible to install the same
way as a basic veneer. Compared
to installing tiles, there is no
need for a professional plasterer
which reduces personnel costs
and makes process of work
easier to manage.

Fulfilling Speedy
Installation!

Although there are always tight
deadlines to complete installation
for both public and commercial
facilities, you can have smooth
operation and reduce the time and
cost for all the processes by using
GRAVIO embossed type, which is
light and easy to carry.

Lightweight and Great Materials
for Building !

Compared to installing
tiles, GRAVIO embossed
type is light and reduces
the burden for building,
especially larger install
areas.

Clean and Tidy Front Desk

It is necessary to have a good and clean
impression for any front desk. The GRAVIO
embossed type performs beautifully by
adding a refreshing effect and pleasant
taste, featuring both a naturalness of stone
pattern and indirect lighting.

Adding Spaciousness 
for Entire Wall in Atrium
Create an authentic and unique space by using high-
quality products from DAIKEN. Warm wood texture
where guests can relax and shadow from wood grain
patterns bring spaciousness and a feeling of three-
dimensionality to an entire space.

Jewelry Store with A Great
Combination of Light and Shadow 

The GRAVIO embossed type brings accent lighting
to a wall of counters by dimming the entire space.
With the effect of lighting, gives a more gorgeous
and luxurious impression to jewelry or other
display case products. 

Speciality Shop with Shining
Owner’s Great Uniqueness 

Creating a unique space is the key to produce a
sophisticated specialty shop. Installing GRAVIO
embossed type on a wall as visual effects brings
both products on display and interior design to a
higher level of class and quality.

GRAVIO embossed type is made from volcanic ash, extremely
lightweight, and fire resistant/non-combustible.


